


MAKE EVERY ROAD WIDE OPEN.



30 YEARS 
OF AWARD WINNING FREEDOM. 

As a world, it’s clear we have gone 
through a period of time that have given 
us a new perspective. We’ve reflected 
and at times reconsidered how we treat 
the planet and how we want to interact 
with it. We’ve arrived at a place where 
beauty, elegance, and power intersect 
practicality and functionality. It’s time to 
live without restrictions, and still feel 
comfortable and safe wherever you are. 

Whether it’s a major city, small town 
or on the path less travelled. 

There, precisely at that intersection, 
is where you find the All-new Jeep® 
Grand Cherokee 4xe, the latest chapter 
for the most-awarded SUV in the world. 
A legendary vehicle that from 1992 
to 2022 has found its natural habitat 
in every corner of the world. 
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THE BEST AT DOING MORE, 
BY DOING BETTER.

The bar for capability has been raised to a new standard, elevated 
by the charge of sustainability. The first ever, all-new plug-in hybrid 
Jeep® Grand Cherokee, true to its nature, is engineered to lead the 
way with powerful planet-friendly performance, making it ready to 
explore and enhance every journey. Class-leading powertrain and 
technology work together to drive towards a future of 
“Zero Emission Freedom”, with a level of comfort that can only 
belong to a Grand Cherokee. 
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WHERE BUSINESS ALWAYS MEETS PLEASURE.
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ILLUMINATE 
A NEW VISION.

On the all new Jeep® Grand Cherokee, the signature 
seven-slot grille features a wider design with larger 
openings and an elegant trim that compliments 
the advanced lighting. The lower silver trim extends 
under the ultra-slim full-LED headlamps, creating 
a single full-width horizontal look that 
emphasises the width of the vehicle.
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DISTINCTIVELY 
GRAND. 

2-TONE ROOF 
Jeep® Grand Cherokee is always a leader 
in sophisticated style. Redesigned and 
rethought from the ground all the way  
to the top, the black roof, standard  
on Trailhawk and Summit Reserve,  
creates a two-tone look that separates  
Grand Cherokee from the crowd. 

CHROME ACCENTS
The chrome accents window moulding 
begins at the base of the side mirror  
and then shoots towards the rear before 
dipping to create a new interpretation  
of the typical Jeep® shape already seen on 
cars like the original Wagoneer from 1962. 

21” WHEELS
Standing tall to stand out. The signature trapezoidal wheel arch flares accommodate up to 21” alloy wheels, standard on Summit Reserve, that brings 
out the elevated nature of a truly premium SUV. Confidently make a statement wherever your journey takes you.

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.
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ELEMENTS 
OF EXCELLENCE.

LED AMBIENT LIGHTING
Jeep® Grand Cherokee can set the mood from the inside out, day or night, 
with a fully adjustable LED ambient lighting along the dashboard fascia  
and on the door panels for an exceptional feeling of premiumness. 

HANDCRAFTED PREMIUM MATERIALS
Revel in the plush interior that makes comfort a commandment. Real wood 
inserts* on Summit Reserve, exceptional materials and craftsmanship create 
a contrast to the technology on display for a truly luxurious ambiance.

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.

The entire dash and interior layout is made  
to emphasise the width and spaciousness of the vehicle, 
mirroring the exterior design. The placement  
of screens offers the driver and passenger a democratic 
and clear view of all screens. 
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STYLE AND 
COMFORT, 
AT YOUR SERVICE.

CONSOLE GEAR SWITCH 
Change gears with a simple twist  
and driving styles with a tick. Enjoy 
an added storage bin for two devices 
featuring an available wireless charger.

IP SLIM AC VENTS
Slim vents with chrome accents highlight 
the refined details of an interior that 
knows how to keep you comfortable. 

4-ZONE HVAC 

The freedom to find their perfect 
temperature. In the front and back,  
for a total of four controls, each 
passenger can adjust and set both 
air-conditioning* and heat.

16-WAY SEAT W/ MASSAGE
Adjust the front seats in 16 different 
ways* with programmable memory,  
also available with back massage  
for unprecedented comfort. 

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.

Redefining luxury and sophistication 
at every turn, the all-new interior features 
updated modern amenities designed  
to make every journey more comfortable.
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THE NEXT STEP TOWARDS A SAFER FUTURE. 
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A SANCTUARY 
OF PROTECTION. 

360° SURROUND 
VIEW CAMERA*

A 360° birds-eye view  
of your vehicle’s surroundings 

makes parking maneuvers, 
manual or automatic, easier.

INTERSECTION 
COLLISION ASSIST*

Detects the risk of collision 
while crossing an intersection 

and warns the driver  
of possible oncoming risks, 

even applying the brake  
when necessary.

DROWSY DRIVER 
DETECTION

Monitors steering wheel 
movement and the vehicle’s 

position in the lane,  
sending an audible alert  
to the driver suggesting  
to take a break and rest. 

TRAFFIC SIGN 
RECOGNITION 

Uses a front-mounted  
camera to detect road signs 
and provide visual reminders 

on 10” instrument cluster  
and Heads-up display.

PARALLEL 
& PERPENDICULAR 

PARK ASSIST*
An active guidance system 
using ultrasonic sensors to 
ease you into parking spots. 
Includes ParkSense® Front 

and rear Park Assist sensors. 

AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY 
BRAKING

The system detects 
vehicles and pedestrians 
and automatically applies 
brakes mitigating eventual 
accidents through front-

mounted camera and radar. 

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.
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A TRUE DISPLAY 
OF CHARACTER.

ACTIVE DRIVE ASSIST*
Adaptive Cruise Control and Lane Keep Assist 
work simultaneously to maintain a safe distance 
with vehicles in front of you and keep you centred 
in the lane. 

A state of the art combination of safety and technology to reach up to level 2 autonomous driving is at your service onboard the all-new 
Jeep® Grand Cherokee. Visualise the road, understand your surroundings and drive with greater peace of mind. The customisable 10.1” 
digital colour cluster and a new heads-up display that projects driving data onto the windshield allow even safer viewing. 

NIGHT VISION*
Thermographic technology and an infrared 
sensor detect pedestrians and animals crossing 
the vehicle’s path. Their position on the road is 
outlined in the instrument cluster in front of you.

HEADS-UP DISPLAY*
Projected and powered by the Uconnect™ system, 
visualise essential driver information directly on 
the windshield so you can keep your eyes fixed on 
the road ahead.

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.
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CONNECT WITH WHAT’S ON THE HORIZON. 
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ORCHESTRATE 
YOUR JOURNEY.

A first in the automotive world, Jeep® has 
partnered with McIntosh® Audio to develop 
a sound system that features a 17-channel 
amplifier that delivers up to 950 Watts of 
sound through 19 custom-designed speakers 
and a 10-inch subwoofer. Experience crisp 
highs and deep lows from a world leader 
in home sound. Bring your favourite music 
or podcast along for the journey 
with high-definition acoustics.*

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.
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THE RIGHT MOVE 
IS RIGHT IN FRONT 
OF YOU. 

Life can be a handful, but with 
the handsfree liftgate, the all-new 
Jeep® Grand Cherokee is ready 
to make your life easier with a swipe 
of the foot.* 

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.
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NEW HORIZON, 
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES. 

10” PASSENGER SCREEN*
segment-exclusive
Transform the passenger into a true co-pilot 
with a 10” touchscreen. Seamlessly pass 
navigation information sending directions 
to driver’s display, view cameras, tune into 
music or podcasts directly through its own 
wireless headphone connection.

DIGITAL REARVIEW MIRROR*
Get a clear, high definition view of exactly 
what’s behind you thanks to a camera on 
the rear of the vehicle and an LCD monitor 
embedded in the mirror. It’s perfect when  
the rear window is blocked by passengers  
or cargo. Choose to use the real-time video  
or switch back to the reflective mirror.

APPLE CARPLAY
Apple CarPlayTM gives you 
intelligent and safe access  
to Apple Maps, Phone, Messages 
and Apple Music through Siri  
or the UconnectTM touchscreen.

ANDROID AUTO
Android AutoTM offers an easy 
connection via touchscreen  
and steering wheel controls  
to handsfree voice control, 
Google Maps, YouTube Music.**

*Available only on selected trims. See dedicated trim pages.
**To use Android Auto on your car display, you’ll need an Android phone running Android 6.0 or higher, an active data plan, and the Android Auto app. Google, Android, Android Auto, YouTube Music and other related marks are trademarks of Google LLC. Android Auto is not 
available in all regions and languages. Please check https://www.android.com/auto/ for country and language availability.

10.25” TFT CLUSTER
Organise and set driving information the way 
you want to see it. The fully-digital instrument 
cluster features predefined and custom 
layouts for the driver to easily visualise 
navigation, speed indications and other 
important safety information.

10.1” NAV RADIO
The all-new Uconnect 5 system brings the 10.1” 
touchscreen to life with faster operating speeds 
and intuitive movements to customise your 
infotainment experience. Set up to 5 different 
profiles, with seat positions, music preferences 
and more. Enabled to connect 2 Bluetooth 
devices simultaneously and update the entire 
system automatically over-the-air. 
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TAKE A BACK SEAT 
TO NO ONE.

10.1” rear seat entertainment displays, with built-in 
Amazon Fire TV, plus 16 gb of built-in storage, 
allow passengers in the back seat can enjoy a premium 
experience on every journey*.

*Available in selected markets and on selected trims only.
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A NEW DIMENSION 
OF CONNECTIVITY. 

NEW REMOTE OPERATIONS  
& STATUS
Lock and unlock doors, check the 
status, unlock the trunk and much more 
thanks to the Jeep® mobile app.

JEEP® OFF-ROAD PAGES
Visualise important information directly 
on the Jeep® mobile app like ride height, 
pitch and roll, active Selec-Terrain, and 
transfer case status.

SERVICE SCHEDULING
Manage all maintenance service 
remotely using Jeep® mobile app. 

NEW ECO-SCORE
Improve your driving skills and reduce 
fuel and battery consumption. Get a 
real-time score based on acceleration, 
deceleration and other parameters.

Download Jeep® mobile app 
or go to the official Jeep® 
website to take advantage 
of all services.

For more information regarding the timing  
and activation for each service, please refer to  
the official Jeep® website. 
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MY ASSISTANT 
One touch SOS calls 

and roadside assistance 
in the vehicle and 

monthly vehicle reports 
on the app. 

MY REMOTE
Remotely check 

doors, battery status 
and monitor charging 

via smartphone or 
smartwatch. Eco-Score 

suggests ways to 
improve driving, and  
Off-Road pages keep  
you on sure footing. 

MY CAR 
Check gas or battery 

level, tire pressure, and 
carry out maintenance 
schedules in real-time. 

MY NAVIGATION 
Dynamic range 

mapping to maximise 
efficiency. Send & GO 

for POI search and fast 
navigation. Get real-time 

weather, traffic and 
speed camera updates 

“over-the-air”. 

MY eCHARGE 
Find the nearest 

charging station on the 
road and pay directly 

through the app. 
Track charge history 
and manage Wallbox 

charging at home. 

MY WI-FI* 
Connect up to 8 devices 
to a built-in hotspot so 
all your passengers 
can stay connected. 

Interact with the smart 
home thanks to Amazon 

Alexa** built-in.

MY ALERT* 
Detects possible  
theft attempts  

or any unauthorised 
vehicle movement.  

If the vehicle is stolen, 
contact the authorities 

with a single touch. 

MY FLEET MANAGER*
Receive fleet data in 
real-time and explore 
Free2Move solutions. 

JEEP® APP WITH 
UCONNECT 

TM SERVICES.

* Optional services.
**Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Available only on Radio Uconnect 10.1 ‘’ Navi.
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REVEL IN THE MOMENT. 
LIVE FOR WHAT’S NEXT. 

Having the capability and power to go  
anywhere is important, knowing when to use  
it is the way to go further. 
The Jeep® 4xe technology lets you choose  
the driving mode that fits the moment,  
so you can be prepared for the road ahead. 

DRIVING MODE 

HYBRID
The perfect combination for exceptional 
performance. Hybrid mode uses the powerful 
2.0L turbocharged engine and efficient electric 
motor to provide maximum horsepower, 
instant torque and impressive acceleration. 

ELECTRIC
Engages only the electric motor for zero 
emissions and a silent drive, even in 4x4. 
Travel through restricted city zones or 
on the trail comfortably and powerfully with 
instant torque every time you press the pedal.

eSAVE
Use only the combustion engine to save battery 
power and recharge your battery on the go.  
This mode ensures you will have more battery 
charge when you need it most. 
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POWERED BY THE ROAD AHEAD. 

COMBUSTION ENGINE
The technological and fuel-efficient 2.0l 
turbocharged engine, that alone delivers  
272 HP, is designed to work smarter with  
the rest of the powertrain.  
Its turbocharger is mounted directly on the 
cylinder head for more efficient acceleration.

Jeep® Grand Cherokee

BATTERY
Equipped with a dedicated heating 
and cooling system, the 400-volt 
battery units and controls remain 
safe and secure, protected  
by high-strength steel skid plates. 
The entire electronic system  
is sealed and waterproof.

ELECTRIC MOTOR
The larger high-voltage electric motor  
is mounted directly on the transmission.  
Two separate clutches manage the power  
and torque between the combustion and electric 
engine for a nearly seamless and exceptionally 
smooth ride at all times, whether in hybrid, 
electric or e-save driving mode. 

POWERED BY THE ROAD AHEAD. 

The future of “Zero Emissions Freedom” 
is brighter, and more fun to drive than ever 
with the beautifully engineered PHEV 
architecture onboard the all-new Jeep® Grand 
Cherokee. The 2.0l T4 engine combined with 
two electric motors and a 400-volt, 17.3-kWh 
battery unit deliver a total of 380 HP (combined) 
and 637 Nm of torque for a new level 
of Jeep® performance. Now, all that power 
guarantees the road is officially yours. 
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CHARGED BY THE 
GREATER GOOD. 

There are different ways to charge 
your all-new Jeep® Grand Cherokee 4xe. 
Thanks to the Jeep® app, 
you can schedule, pay and monitor your 
vehicle charging process at any time. 

STANDARD
Whether at home or on the road,  
charge your vehicle with a standard 
cable wherever there is a domestic 
electric outlet. 

WALLBOX
Practical and intelligent, the easyWallbox 
is the most efficient way to charge your 
vehicle at home. Without any intervention 
from an electrician charge using 2.3 kWh, 
which can be increased up to 7.4 kWh 
using the mode 3 cable with professional 
installation. This guarantees your vehicle 
reaches a full charge much quicker. It’s 
also easy to schedule charging that 
meets your needs via the Uconnect™  
in-car system or mobile app. 

PUBLIC CHARGING
Take advantage of the increasing  
number of charging stations while you 
are on the go. Use the mode 3 charging 
cable at public charging stations  
to charge with 7.4 kWh and reach  
a full charge in less than 3 hours.
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A GRAND NEW WORLD FOR AN 
ALL-NEW JEEP® GRAND CHEROKEE.
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REACH
NEW HEIGHTS.
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SUSPENSION
The class-exclusive Quadra-Lift® Air Suspension 
features electronic semi-active damping. It 
lets the driver choose between 5 different 
postions: entry/exit to making getting in and 
out more comfortable, aero for more efficienty 
aerodynamics, normal for everyday driving 
and two different off road settings to clear 
obstacles on rough terrain or reach  
up to 61 cm of water fording. 

2 OFF-ROAD SYSTEMS
Leggendary capability stars with unrivalled 
4x4 systems. Quadra-Trac II and Quadra-Drive II 
deliver the confidence needed to take on any 
adventure under any conditions.

ACTIVE TRANSFER CASE
Present in both 4x4 systems,  
it automatically and actively transfers  
power to the drive axle that needs it most,  
without any driver intervention. 

CAPABILITY

NORMAL 
RIDE HEIGHT

TOTAL TRAVEL
4.17 INCHES

- 1 INCHES
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THE POWER OF 
BEING CONFIDENT 
ON EVERY ROAD.

REAR ELECTRONIC 
LIMITED SLIP 
DIFFERENTIAL (ELSD) 
Exclusive to the Quadra-Drive II,  
the ELSD automatically senses,  
and sends torque to the wheel  
that needs it most. This improves 
traction in slippery conditions  
and provides enhanced drivability  
on daily commutes.

SELEC-TERRAIN
Choose between 5 driving modes: 
Sand/Mud, Auto, Sport, Snow and 
Rock for the best on- or off-road 
experience. The class-leading traction 
system will automatically manage 
all 4x4, suspension, braking and 
performance systems to ensure 
the best possible ride. 

SPORT

ROCK

SAND / MUD

SNOW
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THE NEXT CHAPTER 
IN TRAILBLAZING. 

TRAILHAWK 
Trailhawk proudly wears the Trail 
Rated® badge which is only given 
to vehicles that pass a series of 
grueling tests in five different 
categories: Traction, water fording, 
maneuverability, articulation and 
ground clearance. To ensure you can 
take on any challenge, the new Jeep® 
Grand Cherokee has a 35.5 degree 
approach angle, 29.8 departure angle 
and a 22.2 break over angle.

SWAY BAR DISCONNECT
A class-exclusive, this system allows 
improved articulation. This means 
the front two wheels can both be 
firmly on the ground, even at different 
heights, ensuring more traction over 
rocks and rough terrain.  

APPROACH/DEPARTURE
/BREAK OVER ANGLE
35.5 / 29.8 / 22.2

MAX GROUND CLEARANCE [MM]
275 at the highest elevation 
of the air suspension (offroad II)

WATER FORDING [MM]
610 mm

SKID PLATE
High-strength steel skid plates 
cover the fuel tank, battery, 
departure angle and undercarriage 
of the entire vehicle for unmatched 
protection.  
 
OFF-ROAD CAMERA
A front-facing trail cam provides 
the driver with improved visibility 
in off-road conditions. The image 
is displayed on the 10.1” Uconnect 
touchscreen where the driver can 
also check the Offroad pages for 
a detailed look into the vehicle’s 
position. 

JEEP® OFF-ROAD PAGES
Check important information while 
driving directly from on the Uconnect 
screen. The off road pages provide 
vehicle status information while 
operating in off-road condition such 
as vehicle ride height, status of the 
transfer case, pitch and roll angle 
and the selec terrain mode.
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TURN ON 
ADVENTURE 
WITH MOPAR®.

No one knows how to outfit your 
Jeep® Grand Cherokee 4xe better 
than Mopar®, with a range of 
Authentic Accessories for the 
perfect fit, look and extra capability.  
For a personalized exterior style, 
choose among the different 
accessories at disposal, in addition 
to black or bright Running Boards. 
Mopar® also has solutions if extra 
equipment or cargo is necessary, 
choose to add a set of Crossbars,  
a Roof Cargo Basket or Roof Cargo 
Net. When nature calls, there’s no 
better team than Jeep® and Mopar®. 
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GRAND CHEROKEE 4xe

• 20” Machine faced Wheels
• Premium wrapped heated Steering Wheel
• 10.25” TFT Cluster
• 10” Radio NAV
• LED Exterior Lighting
• Heated and ventilated Frt & Rr seats
• 8 - way pwr. pass. seat
• 9 speaker Alpine sound system w/sub
• Selec-Terrain system
• Active Noise Control
• Windshield wiper de-icer
• Full speed fwd. coll. warning
• Traffic sign recognition
• Drowsy driver detection
• Digital Rearview Mirror
• Passive Entry Frt/Rr, Liftgate
• Wireless Charger
• Power liftgate

Grand Cherokee is its purest form.
The Limited model sits on 20” 
wheels, features full LED
exterior lighting and an optional
dual pane sunroof. Equipped with
the latest in safety and capability,
it comes standard with full speed
forward collision warning, traffic
sign recognition, drowsy driver and
Selec-Terrain system for added
traction when going off road. The
interior hosts vinyl leather seats
and a 10.25” digital TFT cluster,
plus the 10” Radio Nav.

Bright 
White

PASTEL PEARL

METALLIC

Premium wrapped 20” machine faced painted aluminum wheel

• Dual Pane Sunroof

Advanced ProTech Group 1 
• PUR Wrapped Inst. Panel
• Rear Camera Washer
• Driver Windshield HUD
• 360 Camera
• Integrated Off-Road Camera
• Intersection Collision Warning

Midnight 
Sky

Baltic 
Grey

Silver 
Zynith

Velvet 
Red

Rocky
Mountain

COLORSEATS

OPTIONALSTANDARD

DESCRIPTION

Diamond 
Black

WHEELS
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Diamond 
Black

Bright 
White

Midnight 
Sky

Baltic 
Grey

Sylver 
Zinith

PASTELPEARL
Uncompromised capability,
as only Jeep® can. Trailhawk comes
standard with industry leading
off-road systems and features:
18” wheels with All Terrain tires
are the basis for the Quadra-drive II
system, Electronic limited slip rear
differential axle, front disconnect
sway bar, 3 skid plates and Jeep®
Offroad accessory kit. Crafted
for those on the move, the interior
is comfortable and functional
with Capri Leather and Suede
seats, ventilated in the front.

• Dual Pane Sunroof

Advanced ProTech Group 1 
• PUR Wrapped Inst. Panel
• Driver Windshield HUD
• 360 Camera
• Integrated Off-Road Camera
• Intersection Collision Warning
• Night Vision/Ped-Animal Detection

Luxury Tech Group 3
• Rear Window Sunshades
• Digital Rearview Mirror
• Passive Entry Frt/Rr, Liftgate
• Hands Free Liftgate
• Wireless Charger

BADGE COLOR

TRAILHAWK 4xe

WHEELSSEATS

OPTIONALSTANDARD FEATURES IN ADDITION TO LIMITED TRIM

DESCRIPTION

Capri leather and blue stitching 18” polished/painted aluminum wheel

• Capri Leather / Suede Seats
• 18” Wheels with All Terrain tyres
• Quadra-Drive II System
• Trailer Tow group
• Jeep® off road accessory kit
• Elec Ltd Slip Rear Diff Axle
• Quadra lift air suspension
• Interior Offroad camera
• Front disconnect sway bar
• Skid plates x 3
• Rear blue towhook
• Black Painted Roof Standard
• Hill descent control

METALLIC
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• Nappa Leather seats
• 20” Polished Wheels
• Dual Pane Sunroof
• Hands free liftgate
• Premium reflector headlamps
• Front Corner LED Lights
• PUR Wrapped Instrument cluster
• Multi colour Ambient interior lights
• Delux security alarm system
• Body colour front and rear fascia
• Painted door and lower panel cladding
• 19” speakers McIntosh audio system
• Map in cluster display
• Driver Windshield HUD

• Rear Seat Video
• Passenger Display

Advanced ProTech Group 3
• Back Up Camera Washer
• Highway drive Assist
• 360 Camera
• Night Vision/Ped-Animal Detection
• Integrated Off-Road Camera
• Intersection Collision Warning

Luxury Tech Group 4
• Perforated Leather Seats
• Driver/Pass 16-way seats
• Driver/Pass Massage
• Passenger Seat Memory
• Rear Window Sunshades
• Digital Rearview Mirror
• Wireless Charger
• 4-Zone Climate Control

The best of both worlds,
Overland features premium comfort
and authentic Jeep® capability.
20” polished wheels, dual exhaust
and body colour front and rear
fascia combine for an elegant
and powerful exterior. On the
inside, enjoy the standard dual pane
sunroof, multi-colour ambient lights
and premium Nappa leather seats.

OVERLAND 4xe

Nappa Leather Black Nappa Leather Grey 20” fully polished aluminum wheels

COLORSEATS

OPTIONALSTANDARD FEATURES IN ADDITION TO LIMITED TRIM

DESCRIPTION

Bright 
White

PASTEL PEARL

METALLIC

Midnight 
Sky

Baltic 
Grey

Silver 
Zynith

Velvet 
Red

Rocky
Mountain

Diamond 
Black

WHEELS
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The upper echelon of 
Grand Cherokee, the Summit 
Reserve stands tall on 21” Polished
wheels and hosts an interior
that offers unmatched comfort.
Palermo leather seats and door
trim, real walnut wood accents,
19 speaker Mcintosh Sound system
and 10” Passenger display, along
with countless other exceptional
standard features makes
it without equal.

SUMMIT RESERVE 4xe

• 21” Polished Wheels
• Rear Camera washer
• 4 - Zone Climate control
• Palermo Leather seats and door trim
• Driver / Pass 16-way seats with massage
• Passenger seat memory
• Digital rearview mirror
• Illuminated sill plates
• P&P parket & Unpark assist w/stop
• Side Distance warning with 360° Camera
• Active drive assist
• Driver windshield HUD
• Wireless charger
• Night vision / Ped-Animal detection
• 10” Passenger Display
• Walnut wood interior accents
• Platinum chrome exterior accents
• Black Painted Roof 
• Quadra-Drive II System
• Elec Ltd Slip Rear Diff Axle

Palermo leather Black Palermo leather Tupelo 21”polished/painted aluminum wheels

• Rear Seat Video 

Midnight 
Sky

Silver 
Zynith

Baltic 
Grey

COLORWHEELS

OPTIONALSTANDARD FEATURES IN ADDITION TO OVERLAND TRIM

DESCRIPTION

Bright 
White

Rocky
Mountain

Velvet 
Red

Diamond 
Black

PASTEL PEARL

METALLIC

SEATS
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Emission Compliance

Fuel

Displacement [cc] 

Air charging

Cylinder #

Valves #

Combined Power [kW]

Combined Power [CV/PS/HP]

Combined Torque [Nm]

ICE Power [CV/PS/HP]

P2 Power [CV/PS/HP]

2.0 4XE PLUG-IN HYBRID

Euro 6D-Final

Petrol Plug-In Hybrid

1995

Turbocharged

4

16

280 @ 5250 rpm

381

637 @ 3000 rpm

272

145

Transmission

Transmission type

Traction system

Transfer Case

Crawl ratio

8P75PH

8-speed ATX 4WD

4WD

Quadra Trac II, Quadra Drive II

47,4

ENGINE

DRIVETRAIN

0-100 kph [s]

Top Speed [kph]

Top Speed Pure Electric [kph]

WLTP CO2 combined/urban [g/km]

WLTP fuel consumption combined /urban [l/100 km]

WLTP Power consumption combined/urban [Wh/km]

6,3

210 - 190 Trailhawk

135

100% Under homologation

PERFORMANCE

POWERTRAIN

Lenght [mm]

Width [mm]

Height

Wheel base [mm]

Wheel track [mm]

Approach/Departure/Break over angle

Max Ground Clearance [mm]

Water Fording [mm/kph]

Trail Rating

4914

2149

1795 Limited, Air Suspenion Off Road  
Overland/Summit/Trailhawk 1853/1858/1871

2964

1660

35.5/29.8/22.2 @ Trailhawk OR 2 setting

200mm NRH, 275 OR2

610 mm @ 8kph

6 (Trailhawk only)

EXTERIOR

Seating capacity

Total cargo volume behind 2nd row [V211-2] [l]

5

533INTERIOR

Front Brakes

Rear Brakes

354x28 vented disc

350x22 vented discBRAKES

5-link Front Solid Axle 

5-link Rear Solid Axle 

Multi-link independent front suspensio

Multi-link rear suspensionSUSPENSION

Fuel tank capacity [l]

Battery Gross Capacity [kWh]

Maximum Charge Rate [kW]

Battery Chemistry

72

17.3

7.2

Lithium Ion Li-NMC
TANKS

Mass in running order STD. B [kg]

Kerb/Curb weight [kg]

Mass distribution front/rear [%]

Gross Vehicle Weight [kg]

Max Payload [kg]

Towing capacity [kg]

STEEL SUSPENSION AIR SUSPENSION

2551 2639 (max)

2434 2503

53/47

3075 3110

224 171

2332 Under homologation

WEIGHT

Chassis UnibodyCHASSIS

VEHICLE

TECHNICAL DATA.

This brochure is a publication of FCA. All product illustrations and specifications are based upon current information at the time of publication approval. FCA reserves the right to make changes from time to time, without notice or obligation, in prices, specifications, colours, materials, and to change or discontinue models, which are considered necessary to the purpose of product 
improvement or for reasons of design and or marketing. The images are purely indicative.
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30 YEARS OF BEING READY 
TO TAKE ON TOMORROW.


